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CONNECTIVITY PROPERTIES OF BITOPüLOGICAL HYPERSPACES 

By R. Vasudevan and C. K. Goel* 

1. Introduction 

A bit이〕이ogical space is a triple (X, 칸， 킹) where ..9í' and 킹 are arbitrary 

topologies on X. Kelly [4] initiated the systematic study of such spaces a!1cl 

several authors have contributed to the subsequent development of various bitoPD

logical pl'O peI쉰es. The problem of defining bitopological connectedn.ess an간 related 

concepts has been considered, in particular, by Pervin [외 , Swan [W , Dutta [2] , 
Reilly [10J and 꽉rsan [1]. They introduced and studied painvise connectedness, 

pairwise total1y disconnectedness pair、vise zero-dimensional and pairwise Iocal con

nectedness respectively for bitopological spaces. 

The authors have introduced in [12] the notion of bitopological hyperspaces. 

For any bitopological space (X, 칸， 쭈) we have considered the natural bitopolog

ical hyperspaces (2
x , 2칸， 2힌 and (ctx), 2칸， 2J강) where 2x is the collection 

of all non-empty ..9í'-closecl or 킹-closecl sets including the singletons, C(X) is 
X . . j- 3-

the colIection of all elements of 2~ which are bicompact, 2'-'1 and 2• are finite 

topologies induced by ..9í' and ..3증 respectively on 2x or C(X) as defined in [6]. 

In [12] we observed that various separation axioms for (X,..9í',..9;) are weakened 

to (2
x , 23i", 2.3;) and are equivalent to (C(X) , 2적， 2.3;). Michael [8] has shown 

that connectedness, total disconnectedness, zero-dimensional and local connectedness 

of a topological space are carried over to hyperspaces. 1n the present paper we 

study bitopological analogue of these concepts. We show that pairwise connectedness 
X jr r of (X, 져， 킹) is equivalent to that of (2'., 2'-'1 , 2'-'2) whereas pairwise total 

disco:nnectedness pairwise zero-dimensionality and pairwise local connectedness of 
..5';" .-....9; 

(X, ..9í', ..9;) are equivalent to that of (C(X) , 2v1 , 2 ‘ ). Also we prove some 

other related results. 

2. N otations and definitions 

1n this section we define some notations and terms which we have used in this 

* The author gratefu lIy acknowledges the financial support from the University Grants 
Commission. New Delhi. 
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paper. 

NOTATION 2. 1. Let (X. 킹， 킹) be any bitop이ogical space. Define: 

α(X) = {ACX : A~Ø}. 

2X = {ACX: A뼈. A is 칸-closed or 킹-clo않d}. 
C(X)= {Aε2X : A is 칸 as well as 킹 compact} • 

‘종(X)={Aε2X : A is finite). 

‘짖r”(X) = {Aε2X : A contains at most n-elements}. 

NOTATION 2.2 .. For any arbitrary sets G and H. define: 

B(G)={Fε2X : FCG} and C(H) = {Fε2X : FnH ~rþ}. 

N OT A TION 2. 3. If Ao. Al' A~， …. An is any system of arbitrary sets, 
X 

B(Ao. A 1• A 2• …, An)= {Fε2~ : FCAo' FnAi~ø for i드n} 

= B(Ao) nC(A[) n ... nC(Aμ. 
"YVithout loss of generality. it can be assumed that AiCAo for z'=l, 2, "', 

B(Ao. A l' A2• …. A ,,) =B(Aü' A[nAo' …. AnnAO). 

define: 

n smce 

DEFINITION 2. 1. For any topological space (X. ‘r). the totality of sets B(G) 
.!T ~X and C(H) forms a subbase for a topology 2~ on 2"' provided G and H run over 

‘r. Also the collection of all B(Go' G1• …. G,) forms a basis for the same to-
!T ~X pology 2'"' on 2~ where Go• G[. "', Gn are a finite collection of members of ‘r. 

The topology 2.!T is called the finüe topology (8) or the exponential tOþology (6). 

REMARK 2. 1. Michael (8) followed the following convention for defining the 
.!T r ~X finite topology 2..... for 2~. For any finite coIlection of open sets Gl' G2• • ... G n 

X • ” be defined; <Gl' G2• …. Gn> = {Fε2 . FIJlGt, FnGz## for each j} then the 

coIlection {<G1• G2’ “·, G”> : Gl, 4 …, G”εr} forms a basis for 2.!T. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let (X. 걷， 쭈) be any bitopological space. The col1ection of 
the form B(Go• G[. G2• .... G/) with Go’ G1• G2’ ”·, G” in 칸 forms a basis for 

3 • x 
the finite topology 2 ‘ on 2" and collection B(Ho• H l' H 2• "', Hnz) with Ho • 

.3: ~ ~X Hl' H 2• …, Hm in 쭈 forms a basis for the finite top이ogy 2 ‘ on 2". Thus we 
X ~.3← .3: 

get a bitopological space (2~ ， 2 ‘ , 2 ‘ ) which we call a bz'toþological hyþerspace. 
y, ~.;t.’ y. -.3,..-

In a similar manner we can define (C(X) , 2 ‘ , 2 ‘ ), (α(X) ， 2./1 , 2Y2) and 
y, ~y. 

(‘중(X)， 2 ‘ , 2 ‘ ) bitopological hyperspaces. 

NOTATION 2.4. When there is no confusion cl(F) (int F) denotes the closure 
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(interior) of F otherwise we shall write ‘T-cl F (Y-int F) which denotes that 

the closure (interior) of F is taken with respect to ‘!T. 

Next we collect various definitions used in the text: 

DEFINITION 2.3. A bitopological space (X, $, ..92) is said to be pairwise COJl

ned'Jd [9) if X cannot be expressed as the union of two non-empty disjoint sets 

A and B such that A is ..91" -open and B is 킹-open (Hence A is ..92 -closed, B is 

칸-closed). Otherwise (X, 껴， 킹) is caUed따rwise disconnected and in that case 

X is written as X = A/ B. 

DEFINITION 2. 4. A bitop이ogical space (X, 킹， ..92) is said to be pairwise totally 
dz"sconnected [11) if for each pair of distinct points x, y there exists a disconnection 

X=A/B such that xεA， yEB or xεB， yεA. 

DEFINITION 2.5. A bitop이ogical space (X, 적， 킹) is said to be pairwise zero

dimensional [2, 10) if 칸 has a ba않 consisting of 칸-open 걷-closed sets and 킹 

has a ba않 consisting of ..92 -open 칸-closed sets. 

DEFINITION 2.6. (X,..91",..92) is said to be pairwise locaUy connected [lJ if for 

each xεX and each Y;-open set G containing x there is a pairwise connected Y;
open set H satisfying xεHζG， i =;l= j , z", j=1, 2. 

DEFINITION 2.7. Let (X, 칸， 쪽) and (Y, ..s캉*， ..92*) be any bitop이ogical spaces. 

A function 1: (X, 컨， 킹)-→ (Y, ..91"*, ..s중용) is said to be pair씨se contiUltOliS (re

spectively pairwise homeomoφhism) if the induced functions 1: (X, ..91")-• (Y, 
칸선 and 1: (X, 킹)-→ (Y， 킹션 are continuous (respectively homeomorphism). 

3. BitopologicaI hyperspaces 

Through out the wh이e paper, we assume that in (X, 칸， 킹) one of the topo

logies is T 1 so that singletons are in 2
X

• 

For a topological space (X, ‘!T) it is shown that if ‘ÇJJ is a collection of subsets 

of X which is a subcollection of 2X 
and is connected in the finite topology 2..5' 

x 

and one of whose el~ments is connected then U _E is connected [see 8, Proposition 
EE.5ð 

2. 8J. Here we show the bitopological analogue of this theorem: 

THEOREM 3. 1. 11 .9! is a collectz"on 01 sμbsets 01 (X, 칸， 킹) 뼈갱 is a subcol

lectz"on 01 2x and is pairwise connected z"n (2x
, 2칸， 2캉) and one 01 whose elem

e%ts z·S Paz-7%Z.se C0%%ected tke % U E is patyzuise c0%%ected-
EE.2f 
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PROOF. Le t S= U E. If possib1e 1et S be not pairwise connected so that S= 
EE9J 

MUN where M왜， N해， M is 칸-open， N is ..9;-open such that MnN= qS. 
Given that one of the e1ements of say F is pairwise connected so FCM or FζN 

[see 9, Theorem El. Without 10ss of generality we may assume that FCM. 

Now defins 

P={Aε2X : AζM}n~， 

Q={Aε2X : AnN~qS} n~. 

Then Þ is 2쥬 19J -open, Q is 2킹 19J -open. 

The proof will be comp1eted if we show that ~=ÞUQ and ÞnQ= qS, for, it 

would imp1y that ~ is pairwise disconnected. 

Let Aε~ then ACS. Now either ACM or or A(/:.M. In the former case AεP 
and in the 1atter AεQ so that ~=ÞUQ. 

Next, let if possible ÞnQ~여 then there exists an LεÞnQ implying that LεP 
and LεQ， that is, LζM and LnN~qS which implies that MnN7'얘 a contradic

tion. Hence ÞnQ= qS. Therefore S is pairwise connected. 

DEFINITION 3. 1. A bitoplogical space (X, 적， ..9;) is said to be pairwise normal 

[4] if for every pair of sets F1' F 2 where Fl is 캉-c1osed， F 2 is ~ -c1osed such 

that F 1nF2= qS there exists ~-open set G and 0-open set H satisfying F1CG1’ 
F 2CH, GnH= qS, i~j， i , j=l, 2. 

X 
THEOREM 3.2. The lamily '6"C2"' 01 paiγμlise connected subsets 01 a pairwise 

normal space (X , 칸， 킹) is closed in (2X , 2까〉한. 
X rA ...... X •. 1 ____ •• _ n.Y.V ‘9': T. A _,.....X PROOF. We show that 2"" '6" is open in 2"" with respect to 2 ‘ ‘ . Let AE2“ 

-'6" then A is non pairwise connected 캉c10sed ..9; -c1osed set. 

80 A=MUN where M젊， ~N， M is 칸closed， N is ..9;-closed, such that Mn 

N= qS 8ince (X, 킹， ..9;) is pairwise normal, there exist ..9; -open set G and 껴

open set H satisfying MCG, NCH, GnH= qS. Define: 

w= {FE2x : FCGUH : FnG~qS~FnH} 
Y.V .:r. then W is open in 2"" with respect to 2 ‘ ‘ and AεW. Obviously wn '6"=qS. 

X r~. .~.3←\/ .:;:;, rA • ., ,. r...Y;V..5강 Hence AεWζ2". '6" so 2". '6" is open in 2v 
I ‘ w hence '6" is c10sed in 2~ I v ~2 

Hence the theorem. 

Now before we establish the next theorem we need the following Lemma: 

LEMMA 3. 1. Let li : (Y , 껴，.5[)-→ (X , 칸ξ .5[*) lor z"= 1, 2, …, n be pairw싫 
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contz"nuous and (X . .3칸..92션 be such that one 01 the topologies say ..9í* is T 1" 

Delz'1ze 

F: (Y， 적，걷) 

pairwise cont쩌χous. 

• (2X
• 2껴륨， 2Z%) : F(y)= {지(y). 12 (y) , …, 자(y)} theη F is: 

PROOF. We show that F: (Y. 걷)-→ (2X• 2캄) and F: (Y. 킹)-→ (2X.2캉) 
v " .. 

are contínuous. Let us consider F: (Y. 적) · (2..... 2키 ). We show the inverse 

irnageunder F of any subbasic open set in 2x is open. 
look like: 

The subbasic open sets 

B(H) = {FE2x : FCH} and C(H) = {Fε2X : FnH'1얘} where H is .!J칸-open 
Case I. Let y，。εY and F (Yo)EB(H) then we find a 적-open set Q such that 

y。εQ and F(Q)CB(H). Now 

F(yo)εB(H) 

二수 {/1 (yo)' 자(yo) , 왜(yo) …. In(Yo)} εB(H) 

? {fl (yo)' 12 (YO) , 져(Yo) ， …. I/YO)}CH 

=:::::;I/YO)EH for each z'=l. n . • • • , 2. 

Since each 져 pairwise continuous there exist 칸-open sets Qi such that YoEQi’ I/Q) 

n 
CH. Put Q= 낌lQi then Q is 칸open 않t such that 

y。εQ and F(Q)CB(H). 

Case Jl. Let YOEY and F(Yo)EC(H) then 

y。εQ and F(Q)CC(H). Now 

we find a 킹-open set Q such that , 

F(yo)εC(H) 

? {/1 (Yo) , 12(yo)' 

=:::::; {fl (Yo) , 12(yo)' 

·, 자(yo)} EC(H) 

….1η(yo)} nH~ø 

=:::::;.껴(yo)εH for sorne z' = 1. 2 ..... n. 

Since li is pairwise continuous. there exists a ..9í-open set Qi such that YOEQi and 

견(Qi)CH. Put Q=Qi then we have YoEQ and F(Q)ζC(H) • 
.J( ~y." 

Hence F; (Y. 적)-→(~. 2 ‘ ) is continuous. Sirnilarly ít can 

that F: (Y. 킹←→ (2X

’ 
2..sr‘) is continuous. Hence F: (Y. 칸， 킹) 

cr’‘ 2‘ 2 ) is pairwise continuous. 

be shown 
/,..X ,...3';‘ ’ (2". 2 ‘ , 

THEOREM 3.3. 11 (X. 칸， 킹) is pairwise connected space then (‘중n(X) ， 2jr. 

、
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2~) z.s Pαirwi se connected. 

PROOF. In the Lemma 3.1, put Y=X” and define 져 :Xη 

Xη)=전 then 지 is pairwise continuous mapping. Now define 
.X: 지(X1 • Xz’ ••• , 

F: X"-→‘갖，，(X) : F(x1’ X2, ---, xtl)= {지-(Xl， x2, …. x1/): i=l. 2. …• n}, 

then F is pairwise continuous and onto mapping. As (X. 킹， 쭈) is pairwise 
.5r~ .... .3': connected so is (.:F/X) •. 2~1. 2 ‘ ) since the pairwise continuous onto image of 

a pairwise connected space is pairwise connected. 

Next we mention the foIlowing result from [6] which we use very oftenly: 

LEMMA 3.2. (X) z.s dense z.n 2x j.α(X)/C(X). 

PROOF. See [6. Theorem 4: p. 163] 

THEOREM 3. 4. Let ‘갖(X) C;p'Cα(X). 11 Qne 01 the spaces X. 호”(X) or 

;p' is paz"rwise connected then all 01 them are paz"rwise cùnnected. 

PROOF. Suppose that X is pairwise connected then by Theorem 3.3. .:F
lI
(X) is 

pairwise connected. In order to show that ‘종(X) is pairwise connected it is suf

ficient to show that every pair of distinct elements of ‘장(X) belongs to s아않 

pairwise connected set contained in ‘갖(X) [see 9. Theorem E. Corollary 1]. 

Let M. N ε ‘갖(X) then they both belong to ‘중/X) for some n vvhich is 

pairwise connected and is obviously contained in ‘종(X). Hence ‘갖(X) is pairwise 

connected. AIso by Leinma 3.2. we have, 
y. 

.:F(X)C;p'Cα(X)=2 ‘ -cl ‘중(x)n2~2 -cl ‘중(X) ， 

which implies that G is also pairwise connected. 

Now suppose that ‘중/X) is pairwise conneeted. Since singletons belong to si간(X) 

which are pairwise connected, by Theorem 3. 1, X= U F is pairwise connected. 
FE'-.(X) 

By a similar argument it foIlows that if 중 is pairw!se connectcd then X is 

pairwise connected. Hence the theorem. 

Now we prove the foIlowing equivalence: 

THEOREM 3.5. (X , 칸， 킹) is pairwise connected il 
t.s pairwise connected. 

and only il (2X, 2칸， 2적) 

PROOF. Let (X, ..9í; 쭈) be pairwise connected. Since ‘중(X) C2xC2칸-cl 
x .:F(X)n2캉-cl ‘종(X) ， it follows from Theorem3. 4 that 2'. is pairwise connected. 
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that 

Aη α?’e φairwise connected sμbsets 01 CX. 칸， 킹) 

An>ζgζ2..9ï -cl <Al' A2’ 
...• An> n2킹-cl <Al’ 

~nr=ç6 wh;ch contradicts 

Hence (X. 칸， 킹) is pairwise connected. 

fact the and 

... , 
... , 

A2’ 

A2’ 

Al’ 

$(X)n<A1’ 

11 

f 

An> then :#' is pairω싫e connected . ... 
’ 

so is each ‘중(싹) 

[αCX)] n. 

by Theorem 3. 4. PROOF. Since each Ai is pairwise connected. 

m connected palrwlse 1> ×‘갖(An) ... and hence ‘중(A1)X‘중(A2) × 
Now define a mapping: 

” .ot(X) / (J(E1• E2' …, ιEn) = U lEi 

But ‘윷(X)n <Al' A2’ 
is also pairwise 

(J: ‘중(A1)X‘중(A2)X ... X‘종(An) 

then (J is pairwise continuous [8, 

Aη> is the pairwise continuous onto image 

5.8. 1]. 5.8, proposltlOn 

of (J and hence ... 
’ 

(‘종(x)n <Al' Az’ 2걷-cl corollary 3] Theorem E, [9, Therefore by connected. 

An>) is pairwise connected . ... , A2’ (‘~(X)n <Al’ An> )n2킹-cl ... , 

Now it can easily be verified that 

An>) ... , A2’ 
Aη>)n2걷-cl (‘중(X)n <Al’ ... 

’ Az’ 2걷-cl($(X) n <Al’ 

An> ... , Az’ Aη> n2Z-c1<Al ’ ... , A'J' = 2..9ï -cl <Al’ 

so we have, 

Az’ 

Aη>) 

3 • y. 
Conversely, let (2'. , 2../ 1 , 2 ‘ ) be pairwise connected and let if possible (X, 칸， 

킹) b~ pairwise disconnected then X=GUH where G젊， H뼈， G is 칸-open， H is 

.3;-open such that GnH= ç6. Put ~=B(G) and γ=C(H) then ~ is 2까-open 찢 is 
σ- v 

2'"'2 -open such that 2L> =~ur 

(2
X, 2..9ï, 2캉) is pairwise connected. 

<bqJ 

뼈
 

m
ω
 

H T 

d 

, 

ι
 

2 

α
 ‘ A 

... , Aχ>n2캉-cI <Al’ 

A ---2’ 

<Al' A 2’ 

All> )n2킹-cl($(X) n <Al’ 

An>C:#，ζ 2..9ï -cI ‘장(X)n<A1， A2' "', 

... , Aη> =2..9ï-cl($(X)n <Al' A2’ 
…, 

implies that :#' is pairwise connected. 

01 (X , subsets connected An are pairwise ... , A3’ A2’ 
COROLLARY 3. 1. lf Al' 

η 

Ao= 되 At· μIhere An) is also pairwise connected ... , Az’ Al’ BCAo. 킹，쭈) then 

An> 

connected. But <Al' 

PROOF. Taking for :#'= <Al’ 

palrwlse 

that it follows 3.6. Theorem m ... , A2’ 

’ 

Al' An> = BCAo • ... , Az’ An> is ... , A2’ <Al’ 

’ 
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A2’ 
... , An) Where 440= Cl1 Ai whence B(Ao, A1, A2 …'. An) is pairwi늙se conne 

The following theorem shows the equivalence of pairwise local connectedness of 
.;J'; ,...,7; 

(X • ..9í . ..92) and (C(X). 2 ‘ . 2 ‘ ). 
THEOREM 3.7. Let ‘중(X)C~CC(X). Then (X • ..9í • ..92) z.s pairwise local con. 

nected zf and only if ~ z.s paz.rwise local connected. 

PROOF. Let (X • ..9í . ..5캉) be pairwise local connected. Let EεC(X) and let ~ 

be any 2.9'""‘-open neighbourhood of E in α(X) so we can find a 2.9'""‘-basic open 

set B(Go' Gl' …. Gn) with Go• G1• G2• …, Gn in 킹- such that 

EεB(Go• G1• …, GJ· 
EεB(Go• Gl' G2• •••• Gn) implies that ECGo and EnGi=Pø for each i= 1. 2. …, 

n. EζGo impli않 that Go is .%"-open neighbourhood of each x~E. Since (X. 칸， 

..92) is pairwise local connected for each xεE we can find a 적--open pairwise 

connected set V x such that 

xεVXCGlo 

Now α= {Vx : xεE} is a 킹--open covering. of E which is 킹←-compact so it 

admits of a finite subcovering say {V1' V2• …. V,,). 

AIso EnGi=Pø for each i= 1. 2. …. n Iet xiεEnGi for each i. Then Gi is a 

칸-open neighbourhood of xi so by pairwise IocaI connectedness of (X. 칸， 킹) 
we can find a .%"-open pairwise connected set Hi such that • 

XzεHiCGi for each i=l. 2. …. n. 

Thus we get a finite collection of 져:-open pairwise connected sets {V1' V2• …, 
V m' H l' H 2• …. H ,,}. Let 

m 
" Vo= 섬1κ U j브11 H j" 

Put γ=B(vo' V l' V2• …. V m' H l' H2• …. H ,,) then by Corollary 3.1. γ‘ is 

pairwise connected and 2.9'"" '-open. Obviousiy. we have 

EεrCB(Go' Gl' G2• …. G,,). 

Hence C(X) is pairwise locally connected. AIso by Theorem 3. 6. ~ is pairwise 
10caIIy connected. 

Conversely. Iet 종 be pairwise Iocally connected and Iet x르X. Let H be any 

칸open neighbourhood of x. Then {X} εC(X) and B(H) is ZJ1í -open neighbourhood 

• 
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..r‘ 'of {x} so by hypothesis, there exists a 2~ {-open pairwise connected neighbourhood 

:say r of {x} in ;Y such that 

{x}ErζB(H). 

Then we have 

r= 낸 B ì..(GOÀ ’ 
Define 

G1"’ 
., Gnλ) where BiGol G1λ’ ... G써 are 2ζ-basic open sets. 

nÀ 

B).= 섣。 GZA· 

Put V= 9 Bx then V is 캉-open neighbourho여 of x and VCH. By Theorem 

3. 1, V is pairwise connected since {x} εr which is pairwise connected. Hence 

the Theorem. 

NOTATION 3. 1. Let (X, 칸， 킹) be a bitop이ogicaI space. Define C(X) = {AC 

X:A is 킹-compact}. Consider (C(X) , 2껴， 2킹) where 2껴 and 2..9; are finite 

topologies on C(X) induced by ..9í and ..9í respectively. 

Now we prove the foIIowing equivalence: 

THEOREM 3.8. (X, ..9í, ..92) is pairwise totally disconnected if and only zf 

r(C(X) , 2..9í", 2킹) is so. 

PROOF. Suppose that (X, 칸， 킹) is, pairwi않 totaIly disconnected. Let Fl' F 2 

εC(X) such F 1=PF 2• Then (F1 F 2)U(F2-F1) =p<þ. Without loss of generaIity 

we may assume that F 1-F2=P<þ so there exists an x，。εF1 such that Xo종F2• Xo롤 

F 2 impIies that xo=py for each yεF2• Since (X, 적， 킹) is pairwise to않IIy 

disconnected we can find a separation of X such that X = Uy /Vyxo 
with xoE三

감。 yeUY ’ Uy is 칸-open and VY%o is 킹-open. 

Now, α={Uy:yεF2} is a 칸-open cover of F 2 which is 걷-compact so it 

admits of a finite subcover say {U y{ z'=l , 2, …, n}. Now corresponding to each 

z' we have V
YiXO 

such that X=Uy/Vy까o· 
n n 

Put U= .u. U y
" 

V=. n. V
v,x"' 

then U is 져-open and V is 쭈-open set. Consider 
.=1 ” i=1 ”‘0 

‘r, t:H/'".,....9; now 7/ =B(U) and r=B(X, V) then 7/ is 2 ‘ -open r is 2 ..... 2 -open such that F 2 

ε7/， Flεγ， C(X)=7/ur and 7/nγ= <þ. Hence (C(X) , ~， 2킹) is pairwise 

totaIIy disconnected. 

Conversely, let x , yεX such x =Py. Then {x} , {y} ε C(X) and are distinct. Since 

「
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C(X), 2칸， 2.92) is pairwise totally disconnected, there exists a separation of 

C(X) say ~ and r such that {x} ε~， {y} εr where ~ is 2칸-open and r is 

2~-open. VVe have 

and 

~=UBa(G~， G~， …, 
a 

G~) ， 

γ= 딩 Bg(HR, HE ---, H싫， 

where 

Bα(G~， G~， "', G:) and BiHg, 

are 2킹， and 2킹 basic open sets respectively. 
na mβ 

H￠ ---, H잃， 

Put G
rY
= n G; and H= .n. H; then G and H are ..9í-open and 킹-open r，않pec-

“ i=l ‘ j=l J 

tively. Define G = U G rY and H = lJ H ,q then xεG， yεH and X=GUH such that 
α “ β F 

GnH=rþ where G is 칸-open and H is ..92" -open. Hence the theorem. 

COROLLARY 3.2. (X, 칸， 쭈) z"s paz"rwz"se totally d z"sconnected zf and only tf 
.y; n .Y; (C(X) , 2'"'1 , 2 ‘ ) z"s paz"rwz"se totally dz'sconnected. 

COROLLARY 3.3. II (X,..9í,..92") z"s K-compact 떠] then (X，..9í，..5중) z"s φaz·7αytse 
x ~.!T， ~..r. 

totally disconnected zf aχd only zf (2~ ， 2 ‘ , 2 ‘ ) z"s paz"rwise totally dz'sconnected. 

PROOF. It folIows from the fact that in a K-compact bitop이ogical space (X, ..9í, 
쪽) every proper 칸-c1osed set is ~-compact， i=/::j,z", j=l, 2. 

COROLLARY 3.4. II (X ,..9í,..92") z's K-compact and 2x denotes the collectz'on 01 

non-empty closed subsets wzïh respect to 적 (respectz'vely 킹) topology then (X, 칸， 
x ~.!T， 

킹) Z"S paz"rwise totally d z"sconnected zf and only zf (2~ ， 2 ‘ , 2~2) is pairwise to-

tally disconnected. 

PROOF. Trivial. 

COROLLARY 3.5. II (X, ..9í, ..92") z's FHP-compact [3] then (X, ..9í, ..92") z's 
x ...,.9J ...,.9,’ pairwz'se totally d z'sconnected zf and only zf (2~ ， 2'"'1 , 2 ‘ ) is pairwise totally dis-

connected. 

In [8] it is shown that the mapping z' : (X, ‘:T)-• (C(X) , 2.9'") z'(x) =x is a 

homeomorphism. The same mapping z': (X, ..9í, ..5중)-→ (C (X) , 2'까， 2Z) is 

therefore, pairwise homeomorphism. VV e make use of this fact in the folIowing 

theorem: 

、
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THEOREM 3. 9. A bitopological spαce (X, 킹， 킹) is pairwise zero-dimensional 
3 ’ y. 

zj and o1Zly zj (C(X) , 2 ‘ , 2 ‘ ) is is pairwise zero-dimensional. 

PROOF. (X，..9}，...s흥，) be pairwise zero-dimensionaI. Let AεC(X) and 3f be 

any 2
Y

'-open neighbourhood of A. Then we can find a 2 ‘ basic open set r r 

such that 

Aεγc3f 

so there exists a system of 캉-open sets Go' G1, G2, …, G,: such that, 

r=B(Go' G1, G2, …， G씨. 

Now AεB(Go' G1, G2, …, Gn) implies that ACGo' AnGi~ø for each z'=l , 2, ...• 

n. Since A is bi-compact, Go is ~-open neighbourhood of A and (X, 칸， 걷) is 

pairwise zero-dimensional we can find a ~ -open 킹--closed set Ho such that 

ACHoCGo' 

AIso A n Gi ~ ø for each z'=l , 2, "', n. Let xi E AnGi so that Gi is a ιr-open 

neiKhbourhood of 깐 hence we can find a 컨-open 킹closed set Hi such that 

XzεHaIGi· 

y , ‘:/1 
Put 찢=B(Ho' Hl' H2' …， H서) then 'Jr is 2'"" '-open 2“ l-closed such that 

AεWc3f. Hence (C(X) , 2칸， 2..92) is pairwise zero-dimensional. 

Converse follows from the fact that X is pairwise homeomorphic to a subcollec

tion of C(X) since pairwise zero-dimensionality is a bitopological property and it 

is hereditary too. 

// 
r 
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